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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Iceni Projects Ltd has been appointed by The Church Commissioners for England (The Client) to 

prepare an Access Appraisal (AA) for a site located within Bleadon, Somerset. 

1.2 Located to the eastern side of Bleadon, and situated approximately 5km south-east of Weston-

super-Mare.  

- North-East of the site is aligned with the eastern section of The Veale, a private road which 

currently provides access to the site. This section of The Veale has residential dwellings on 

the adjacent side of the carriageway;  

- North-West of the site there are a number of residential dwellings looking onto the site, with 

a communal space between the site and the dwellings; 

- South-East of the site is an area of woodland and trees, situated between the site and the 

agricultural field seen further south-east; 

- South-West of the site are residential dwellings positioned along Willow Drive, and Ash Tree 

Close. 

 

1.3 Figure 1.1 below shows the site in relation to the surrounding highway network. 

[Figure 1.1 - Site Location] 

Existing Vehicular Access 
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1.4 The local highway authority in this location is North Somerset Council (NSC). 

1.5 This report is arranged as follows: 

• Section 2 provides a description of the existing highway network and highway safety. 

• Section 3 provides a review of the local transportation design policy relevant to the 
proposal. 

• Section 4 provides a description of the site access options and how they will impact on the 
development proposals. 

• Section 5 provides a summary and draws conclusions.  

1.6 In the event that this site proceeds further, the content included within this report should not be 

seen as a brief for third party consultants. The content of this AA is subject to agreement with the 

appropriate highway authority. 

1.7 This AA will consider potential access options in the context of development aspirations for circa 

ten-fifteen dwellings within this location. 
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2. THE EXISTING HIGHWAY NETWORK 

Introduction 

2.1 A site visit was undertaken on 14th July 2017 focusing on potential site access arrangements from 

The Veale to the north, and Willow Drive/Ash Tree Close to the west.  

Existing Site Accesses 

The Veale 

2.2 A gated access is currently present along The Veale, sitting at the northern-most corner of the site. 

The access features no formal surfacing or kerbing, instead being set back approximately 1m from 

the carriageway edge with an area of verge sitting in between.  

2.3 This access is adjacent to where the northern, eastern and western sections of The Veale (hereby 

referred to as The Veale N, The Veale E, and The Veale W) form into a crossroads.  

 

[Plate 2.1 – Aerial View Illustrating the Crossroads of The Veale] 

  

Existing Site Access 
The Veale E 

The Veale N 

The Veale W 
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2.4 The Veale N features a minor, descending gradient upon its approach to the gated access. It is not 

considered to effect vehicle movement on the road or into the site. 

2.5 Photo 2.1 below shows the gated access currently situated back from the edge of the crossroads 

found at The Veale, with Photo 2.2 overleaf showing the gradient in The Veale N. 

 

[Photo 2.1 – Current Access Serving the Site at the Crossroads on The Veale]  

 

[Photo 2.2 – Showing the Gradient Along The Veale N; Upon Approach to the Gated Access] 
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Willow Drive/Ash Tree Close 

2.6 There is a section of the site which abuts the existing private road at Willow Drive/Ash Tree Close. 

There is, however, significant hedgerow between the road and the site boundary. 

2.7 Photo 2.3 below shows where the existing Willow Drive/Ash Tree Close adjoins the site. 

 

[Photo 2.3 – Site boundary from West of the Site, via Willow Drive/ Ash Tree Close] 
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Local Highway Network 

The Veale 

2.8 The Veale is subject to a 20mph speed limit (as set out in local guidance for cul-de-sacs), and runs 

along the entire length of the site’s north-eastern boundary. The width of The Veale varies between 

approximately 3.5m and 7.3m, and features on-street parking.  

2.9 The Veale W and E are service roads for existing dwellings and are generally used for on-street 

parking. This is shown below in Photo 2.4 below. 

 

[Photo 2.4 –Parking Area Found to the Western End of the The Veale W] 

2.10 The Veale N features two, circa 2m footways, one on each side of the carriageway; a contrast to 

the eastern and western sections of The Veale, both of which feature only a single footway. Its 

carriageway width measures at approximately 6.5m, widening as it approaches the northern end to 

circa 8m, before junctioning into Shiplate Road. As it approaches Shiplate Road, it continues at a 

slight uphill gradient, as seen in Photo 2.5 overleaf. 

2.11 The Veale itself is not covered in the Highway Boundary plan received from NSC, and has been 

confirmed as not being adopted. However, the entirety of it is built to adoptable standards, and it is 

assumed the site currently has right of way over it. 
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[Photo 2.5 – The Veale N Looking Northward, Toward Shiplate Road] 
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Shiplate Road 

2.12 Shiplate Road is a single carriageway, two-way road, measuring at an approximate width of 6m to 

the east, narrowing down to 3.5m to the west of its junction with The Veale. This section of road, for 

approximately 100m in length, is wide enough for single vehicle use; after which increases to a 6m 

wide carriageway allowing two-way movement. This stretch of 100m sees the road split and 

provide a narrow single-track road, running parallel to Shiplate Road, providing access to the 

dwellings on the southern side.  

 

[Photo 2.6 – Shiplate Road, West of The Veale] 

2.13 There is a bus stop on Shiplate Road however the route it serves has been withdrawn since 2012; 

consequently, the stop is no longer in use. As such, the closest bus stop to the site can be found 

circa 415m west of the site, labelled ‘The Queens’, positioned along Coronation Road just south of 

its junction with Shiplate Road. This servces bus route 4A heading toward Hutton.  

2.14 Coronation Road can be found at Shiplate Road’s western end. At this point it junctions with Celtic 

Way/Coronation Road, within the centre of Bleadon. At its eastern end, Shiplate Road junctions 

with Christon Road and Sevier Road, south of the village of Loxton. 

2.15 Shiplate Road is 30mph, consistent with speeds throughout Bleadon; coming into effect 

approximately 300m east of where it junctions with The Veale, north of the site. The signage 

marking entry into the village can also be found within close proximity of this change of speed. The 

speed limit preceding this change is 60mph (derestricted). 
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[Photo 2.7 – Speed Change Looking Westward, from Derestricted Zone] 
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Birch Avenue / Willow Drive 

2.16 Birch Avenue is located off with Shiplate Road approximately 215m to the west of The Veale. This 

road has also been confirmed as being unadopted by the local highway authority, and as such it 

has not been built to adoptable standards - the road features a downhill gradient heading south, 

which is considered to be steeper than those set out in the required standards outlined in Manual 

for Streets (MfS).  

2.17 The road has two 2m footways on either side of the carriageway, with a consistent carriageway 

width allowing for two-way movement along its length. On-street parking can also be seen along 

here, limiting the width of the carriageway for oncoming vehicles. 

[Photo 2.8 – Birch Avenue Looking Southward, Showing the Downhill Gradient] 

2.18 At its southern end, Birch Avenue junctions with Willow Drive, which heads east toward the site’s 

western boundary. South of this junction Birch Avenue forms a turning-head assisting with vehicles 

heading north.  
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Public Rights of Way  

2.19 Having reviewed NSC’s online Public Rights of Way (PRoW) map, it is confirmed that there are a 

number of PRoW in the vicinity of the site.  

2.20 It can be seen from Plate 2.2 below, that a number of PRoWs can be found in close proximity of 

the site. The first can be seen in Footpath AX6/16/20, found south-east of the development; 

forming from Shiplate Road and continuing in a north-east to south-western alignment, before re-

joining the highway network south-east of the site, at the junction between Bleadon Mill and 

Bridgewater Road. This footpath is made up of a number of additional PRoW, including AX6/16/15, 

AX6/16/25, AX6/16/05, and AX6/15/10. On the opposite side of Shiplate Road, another footpath 

forms, labelled as AX6/22/10, continuing northward. 

2.21 Other PRoW within the vicinity relevant to the site include; 

• Footpath AX6/12/30 seen to the west of the site, running in a north-south alignment. North 

end starts at the Church of St Peter & St Paul, becoming AX6/12/40 as before it joins into 

Footway AX6/16/20 at its southern end. 

• Footpath AX6/12/55 starts where AX60/12/40 ends, namely opposite where it joins 

AX6/16/20; and continues eastward outlining the northern border of South Hill Farm. 

• Footpath AX6/19/10 starts immediately north of the site, along Shiplate Road. This 

footpath splits in two, with both arms joining into Roman Road further north still. 

 

[Plate 2.2 – PRoW Map] 

SITE Footpath AX6/12/30 

Footpath AX6/16/20 

Footpath AX6/12/55 

Footpath AX6/19/10 

Footpath AX6/16/15 

Footpath AX6/12/40 

Footpath AX6/16/05 
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Accident Review 

2.22 An initial review of the CrashMap website (www.crashmap.co.uk) identified that no personal injury 

accidents have been recorded within vicinity of the site, or within Bleadon for that matter, within the 

most recent five-year period – between 2012 and 2016. 

2.23 Plate 2.1 below shows an extract from the Crashmap Website, along with the absence of any PIA 

within its vicinity. 

 

[Plate 2.1 – PIA Map Extracted from Crashmap.co.uk] 

2.24 As part of any forthcoming planning application, it is advisable that obtaining the latest detailed 

Personal Injury Collision (PIC) data from OCC is necessary to review so as to determine whether 

there is any pattern in the cause or circumstance of the accidents. This will provide evidence as to 

whether the increased traffic generated by the development will be likely to have a material impact 

on existing road safety. 

 

  

SITE 

http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
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3. LOCAL DESIGN GUIDANCE 

Introduction 

3.1 NSC has its own highways design guidance for new residential developments; the “’Highways 

Development Design Guide” (NSC-HDDG) adopted in December 2015. This document breaks 

down the requirements and limitations for each road type in relation to the location of the 

development.  

3.2 These guidelines will then be discussed within the context of future development aspirations in 

Section 4 of this report. 

Street Geometry Design Guidance for Residential Areas 

3.3 The NSC-HDDG provides guidance in regards to road design criteria for a certain size of 

development and its use. Taking into consideration the standards of road surrounding the site, the 

‘Minor Access Road’ type would be best suited. With the number of dwellings served off this type of 

access set to a maximum of 100; cul-de-sacs are permitted for sites too small to accommodate 

loop roads (two points of access on a single road). Specifications extracted from the NSC-HDDG, 

for a Minor Access Road, can be seen in Table 3.1 below; 

Table 3.1 Road Design Guidance for a ‘Minor Access Road’ 

Minor Access Road 

Carriage Width 5.5m 

Footpath 2m minimum unless shared foot/cycle route 

Cycle Lane 3m shared with footpaths 

Speed 30mph (20mph if cul-de-sac) 

Parking Additional on-street parking spaces may be provided in specific locations to 

cater for parking demand. 

Comments Cul-de-sacs will be permitted on sites that are too small to accommodate a 

loop road, or on sites where existing allocated or consented land is involved. 

These are to be designed to constrain vehicle speeds to a maximum of 

20mph 
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4. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND SITE ACCESS OPTION 

Introduction 

4.1 As discussed in Section 1, this section of the AA will look at potential access options into the 

development site from the surrounding highway network. 

Visibility Requirements and Onsite Observations 

4.2 Highway Boundary Information plans received from NSC show that, while the site abuts The Veale 

to the north-east and Willow Drive to the west, neither road have been adopted by the council; 

meaning both are classified as private third-party land. As such, it is assumed that the client has 

right of way over these areas to access the site.  

4.3 NSC-HDDG states that for accesses onto roads with speed limits of up to 30mph, visibility splays 

must be in accordance with standards set out in ‘Manual for Streets’. As such, the stopping sight 

distance for a 20mph road must accord with an ‘x’ distance of 2.4m, and a ‘y’ distance of 25m (22m 

which then has been further adjusted to incorporate a vehicle’s bonnet length). 

4.4 It is possible however, that ‘actual’ vehicle speeds may vary and confirmation via ATC is advised. 

This is to see if shorter visibility splays can be accommodated for the access at this location.  

4.5 Onsite observations concluded that access from the west, via Willow Drive/Birch Avenue is not 

suitable due to the gradient along Birch Avenue, and the intensification of vehicle trips along this 

stretch of road. As such, access is recommended from The Veale, to the north-east. 

Potential Access Arrangements 

4.6 Access to the site is currently achieved from the gated existing agricultural access found at the 

crossroads on The Veale. As such it is considered that this existing access is to be formalised and 

appropriately surfaced to support the development. 

4.7 The proposed access will create a ‘southern’ section of The Veale, which will create a four-way 

crossroads that will need to take priority into account. As such, the proposed access will be formed 

as an extension to the northern section of The Veale; resulting in the eastern and western sections 

being separated from the main road via priority markings. The layout of The Veale will differ from its 

current status as an informal crossroads, to two simple priority ‘t’ junctions. The carriageway is 

accompanied by two 2m footways on either side, which link in with the existing footway as they 

follow the curvature of the junctions. 
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4.8 The western part of The Veale will need to be widened to incorporate the western radii allowing 

movement into The Veale W. The footway here will also join into the footway already existing. 

4.9 Visibility of 2.4m x 25m can be achieved in both directions, without having any impact on third-party 

land. Tactile paving has also been provided to serve pedestrians travelling north toward Shiplate 

Road. 

4.10 Figure 3.1 below outlines the design consideration for the access, into the development, showing 

visibility in both directions from the access. This can also be seen appended at Appendix A1. 

 

[Figure 3.1 – Formalised Access into Development and Visibility in Both Directions] 

Additional Information Relating to Progression of Access Arrangements 

4.11 Work to inform any future planning applications on these sites will need to be informed by a full 

topographical survey along with a speed survey along The Veale. We would seek to discuss this 

additional information with highways officers at NSC. It is also advised that Right of Way is also 

queried to confirm that access into the site is available via The Veale. 
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 From our initial appraisal of the ability to develop the site for 10-15 dwellings, it appears access via 

an extension of The Veale N can be provided, via the formal kerbing and surfacing of the existing 

gated, agricultural access. The site can be accessed from The Veale, which is shown to be outside 

the adopted highway; and as such it is advised that Right of Way is investigated to ensure that 

access can be provided. 

5.2 All designs provided as part of this AA are indicative and are subject to the provision of 

topographical survey, tree surveys, further accident investigation and utilities & apparatus maps.  
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A1. INDICATIVE SITE ACCESS PROPOSALS 
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1. Based upon the Ordnance Survey's (1:1250) Map with

permission of the controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office,

Crown copyright reserved.

2. This drawing is indicative and subject to discussions with local &

national highway authorities. This design is also subject to

confirmation of land ownership, topography, location of statutory

services, traffic flows and traffic modelling.

3. Visibility Splays are dependant upon vehicle speeds of 20mph.
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